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Fast Facts on Free Expression in Canada
The number of journalists who were surveilled by Quebec’s provincial police service, the Sûreté du Québec, in 2013,
including reporters from Radio-Canada,
Le Journal de Montréal and La Presse. The
police obtained chat and text logs of their
communications with sources, and they
tracked at least one journalist’s whereabouts
through his cell phone’s GPS chip.

8

700,000

+

The number of page views from journalists and citizens
around the world for the Snowden Digital Surveillance
Archive since its launch in March 2015. The Archive, a collaboration between CJFE and the Politics of Surveillance
Project, is a searchable collection of all 500+ publicly
released documents leaked by Edward Snowden.

Bill S-231

The Canadian press shield
bill that was recently passed
by the Senate and now awaits its first reading
in the House of Commons. Bill S-231, or the
Journalistic Sources Protection Act, marks Canada’s first step towards legislation that protects
the confidentiality of journalistic sources.
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487.012

The section of the Criminal
Code under which the RCMP
ordered VICE News reporter
Ben Makuch to hand over logs
of his chats with an alleged
ISIS fighter. CJFE intervened
in the case to protect the
integrity of journalism and
its sources in Canada. In
February 2017, the Ontario
Court of Appeal upheld the
ruling against Makuch.

35

The minimum number of
years Canada’s outdated
Access to Information Act
will go without significant
review. Last year, the federal
government announced plans
to undertake its promised full
review of the act in 2018, with
certain changes taking place
in 2017. However, these initial amendments have since
been postponed with no new
timeline for implementation.

71

% 98.4%

The percentage of American
adults who stated they often
or sometimes saw political
news stories online that are
completely made up, in a 2016
Pew Research Center survey.
Only a quarter stated they
hardly ever or never encountered fake political news.

449

The number of days Bill
C-51, the Anti-terrorism
Act, 2015, was in place
under law before the
government launched its
promised consultations for
reform. While reforms have
yet to be enacted, CJFE
has participated in a civil
society round table with
ministers in Ottawa and
provided expert testimony
to the Standing Committee on Public Safety and
National Security. We
continue to consult with
the government and
engage Canadians in
advocacy.

The response rate for the 2016 census, the first
long-form census conducted in 10 years. This is
the highest-ever response rate for a Canadian
census. The long-form census leads to better
decision-making and helps Canadians keep our
government accountable by giving an accurate,
publicly available standard to hold policy against.

89

The number of Indigenous activists tracked
by the RCMP through
Project SITKA for
participating in
protests. Private
information about
innocent activists
(classified as “passive
and law-abiding” in
the RCMP profiles)
was collected despite
law enforcement
requiring a reasonable suspicion for
criminal activity.

100+

The number of news media outlets that collaborated to
investigate the Panama Papers, a collection of 11.5 million
documents leaked to the press and published in 2016.
At least 107 outlets from 80 countries analyzed the files,
shared information and coordinated a simultaneous
publication date of their stories, marking a key moment
for data journalism and digital journalistic collaboration.
The whistleblower remains anonymous.
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CJFE’S
REPORT
CARD
2016 - 2017

L

AST YEAR WE REPORTED on potential improve-

ments in Canada’s free expression landscape.
Unfortunately, these changes have largely stalled.
The federal government has taken some concrete action,
such as launching public consultations on national security.
However, electoral promises such as reforming Canada’s
long-neglected access to information system have failed
to materialize.
Trump-style politics are moving north, leading to
decreased trust in the media and increased divisiveness in
society. Mass layoffs of journalists mean Canadians are losing sources for reliable information at a time when fake news
is spreading like a virus across social media. But hope is far
from lost. Canadians see threats approaching and are fighting back by contacting MPs, signing petitions, marching
in rallies and raising their voices. The future is uncertain
and free expression faces dire threats, but Canadians will
not sit back and let their rights be eroded.
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GOVERNMENT
PROGRESS ON BILL C-51

Our federal government came to
power promising
to “balance”
national security and human
rights, despite having voted
in favour of Bill C-51 (now
the Anti-terrorism Act, 2015)
when it was passed in 2015.
Over the past year, Justin
Trudeau’s government has
embarked on consultations
to amend national security
legislation, and in February it
released the results. Canadians want change, and CJFE’s
sources within the federal
bureaucracy say a swath of
amendments is likely to come
in the next few months. The
government has announced
it will introduce new national
security legislation this
spring. That said, at publication time no official reforms
have been announced. There’s
also no guarantee that the
amendments will effectively
end overbroad and unconstitutional surveillance practices or bring meaningful
accountability to our security agencies.

B-

GOVERNMENT PROGRESS ON
ACCESS TO INFORMATION (ATI)

Canada’s ATI system has been
stagnant for decades and has all
but crumbled in the past few years.
We are at a point where, if a government
official wants to hide public information,
the chances of it being released are
almost nil. Prime Minister Trudeau
promised to change this during the last
election. However, despite calls from all
sectors of civil society and Canada’s
information commissioner to create an
exhaustive blueprint for change, the federal government has taken no action
on fixing our access system. Worse, it
announced in 2016 that it won’t even start
consulting Canadians about changes to
ATI until 2018 at the earliest. This is an
inexcusable delay that we read as little
more than crass politicking from a government that is comfortably in power and
has little interest in making improvements
that could lead to the release of potentially embarrassing secrets.

D-

ENDING POLICE AGGRESSION
TOWARD JOURNALISTS IN MONTREAL

In the past, members of the Service de police de
la Ville de Montréal (SPVM) beat reporters with
batons, trampled them with horses, shot them
with rubber bullets and arrested them arbitrarily
for covering protests in the city. Following a concerted
effort from CJFE, Fédération professionnelle des journalistes du Québec (FPJQ), the Canadian Association of
Journalists (CAJ) and other groups, these incidents seem
to have ended. The SPVM has acknowledged such abuses
as unacceptable, apologized and amended its policies. 

A
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PROTECTION OF
WHISTLEBLOWERS
You’d have
to be very
brave to
blow the
whistle in Canada.
Our private sector
has no legislative
protection whatsoever for employees
who report corporate
wrongdoing. Federal
employees are ostensibly covered by
the Public Servants
Disclosure Protection
Act, but it is laughably ineffective, and
not a single whistleblower has successfully navigated
the act’s useless tribunal system. Unfortunately, our federal
government has no
plans to rectify the
situation, despite
widespread calls from
civil society groups.
This likely means
Canadians are being
left in the dark about
corporate and government wrongdoing.

F

F

SHRINKING NEWSROOMS AND
CONCENTRATION OF MEDIA OWNERSHIP

A disturbingly small number of companies
owns nearly all the media in Canada. According to
the International Media Concentration Project at
Columbia University, Canada has the worst media
concentration out of 28 developed nations. This
means less diversity of opinions and a weakened
ability to adapt to industry changes. In turn, journalism is put in jeopardy by stagnating business
models, falling revenues and the layoffs of scores
of journalists. Nowhere is this more obvious than
at Postmedia Network Inc., which purchased the
massive Canwest chain of newspapers in 2010.
Since then, Postmedia, which is owned by an
American hedge fund, has floundered financially.
It’s closing newspapers and shrinking newsrooms
across the country, leaving communities without
reliable outlets, local coverage or scrutiny of people in power. Canada’s other media conglomerates,
such as Rogers, Bell Media and Torstar, have also
announced massive layoffs over the past year. As
a result, Canadians are desperately underserved
by the news media, a problem that’s likely to get
worse as revenues continue to shrink.
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POLICE SURVEILLANCE
OF JOURNALISTS
AND PROTECTION OF
JOURNALISTIC SOURCES

We speculated it
was happening,
and in 2016 the
public finally got
proof. In a crass and undemocratic attempt to plug leaks,
police surveilled La Presse
columnist Patrick Lagacé
and at least seven other journalists in Quebec. That year
it was also revealed that the
RCMP tailed reporters in
Ottawa, and police seized a
reporter’s laptop in Montreal.
VICE News national security
reporter Ben Makuch is facing
jail time after the Ontario
Court of Appeal upheld an
RCMP production order
demanding his notes from
a conversation he had with
a suspected ISIS militant.
VICE is now seeking leave to
appeal to the Supreme Court
of Canada, where CJFE will
again intervene in support
of Makuch. And, because
Canada is the only industrialized nation with no meaningful oversight of its spy
agencies, Canadians have no
idea how invasively CSIS and

F

CSE are looking into their
lives, or what laws the agencies may be breaking. This
intimidation of journalists,
broad digital surveillance of
Canadians and fundamental
lack of oversight do absolutely nothing to enhance
national security. Instead,

they take a sledgehammer
to the pillars of our democracy: a free press, our right
to privacy and our right to
free expression. It is a nightmare scenario of Orwellian
proportions that requires
urgent action from all levels
of government.

FAKE NEWS

?

Canadians have traditionally relied on the
news media to debunk falsehoods and provide fair, accurate reporting, but newspapers, magazines and broadcasters are
hobbled by falling advertising rates and the loss of traditional revenue streams. Journalistic sources are drying up because of fears over government surveillance.
This makes it harder for reporters to do their jobs, and
it creates an opportunity for “alternative facts” and fake
news sources to proliferate on social media. Clickbait
headlines with little basis in reality truly do spread in
a viral manner, and they erode the public’s trust in professional journalism outlets. The label “fake news” is
now being applied to anything someone disagrees with,
regardless of its veracity. With journalism under threat,
it’s become much more challenging for Canadians to
stay informed and for society to hold politicians and
the powerful to account. How can we fight fake news
without dropping the hammer of corporate or government censorship? It’s a new problem without a clear
solution, and CJFE intends to monitor it closely. 

Photograph by Jonathan McIntosh/Flickr (Creative Commons)
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CANADIANS
CONFUSED BY
FAKE
NEWS
Canadians want strong national

security, and for government to leave
journalistic sources alone

W

E ARE IN trou-

bling times. The
rise of fake news,
and the labelling of
real news as fake,
has Canadians confused about what sources are reliable. We’ve
also given up an unprecedented number of
rights in the name of national security, but
many Canadians feel this balance is correct—except when it compels journalists to
turn over sources.
CJFE partnered with Nanos Research to
poll Canadians about these issues, and the
numbers tell a strange story. Forty-three per
cent of Canadians feel the federal government
is balancing national security and human
rights well, while 31 per cent think there
should be more emphasis on national security. Only 12 per cent feel the balance has

swung too far away from human rights. At
the same time, a full 70 per cent of Canadians
agree or somewhat agree that journalists
should not be compelled to turn over confidential information or identify sources. It
seems Canadians want a strong national
security apparatus, but draw a line in the
sand when it comes to the government going
after journalistic sources.
We also asked about fake news; the trend
seems to have Canadians confused. A full
83 per cent agree or somewhat agree that
the rise of fake news is making it harder to
tell which outlets are legitimate, while 76
per cent of Canadians agree or somewhat
agree the labelling of legitimate news outlets as “fake news” is damaging to our democratic process. This confusion around
media implies a dangerous erosion of public
trust in our journalistic institutions.

Nanos conducted an RDD dual frame (land- and cell-lines) hybrid telephone and online random survey of 1,000
Canadians, 18 years of age or older, between April 1 and 4, 2017, as part of an omnibus survey. Participants were randomly recruited by telephone using live agents and administered a survey online. The results were statistically checked
and weighted by age and gender using the latest Census information, and the sample is geographically stratified to
be representative of Canada. Individuals were randomly called using random digit dialling with a maximum of five
call backs. The margin of error for a random survey of 1,000 Canadians is ±3.1 percentage points, 19 times out of 20.
Charts may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
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WE ASKED CANADIANS...
1

When it comes
to the balance
between national
security and
protecting the
privacy rights of
Canadians, which
of the following
best reflects your
personal view?

The federal government is
striking the RIGHT BALANCE
between national security and
protecting the privacy rights The federal government
is putting TOO MUCH
of Canadians
emphasis on national
security

43%

12%
The federal government
is putting TOO LITTLE
emphasis on national security

UNSURE

31%

15%

Do you agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, or disagree with
each of the following statements?
2

3

Journalists should
not be compelled
to turn over
confidential
information or
the identity of
confidential sources
to law enforcement
agencies.
45%
25%

4

The rise of fake
news is making
it more difficult
to distinguish
between
legitimate and
illegitimate
information.

Agree

48%

Somewhat agree

35%

Agree

Somewhat agree

14% Somewhat disagree

9%

Somewhat disagree

12%

8%

Disagree

4%

Disagree
Unsure

1%

Unsure

The labelling of
legitimate news
outlets as “fake
news” is damaging
to the democratic
process in Canada.
Agree
53%

Somewhat
agree
23%

Somewhat
disagree
9%
Disagree
10%

Unsure 5%
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HOW FAKE NEWS
PENETRATED
POLITICS

The global phenomenon that has become
a weapon against freedom of speech
BY JANE LYTVYNENKO
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T

HERE IS A RECIPE to fake

news, whether it’s cooked up at
home or abroad. The fabricated
story needs to be close enough
to the truth to be believable, but
outrageous enough to be clickable. Brad Pitt
is moving to your hometown. A car crash
in your small, rural community claims the
lives of two moms and three children. The
Pope endorses Donald Trump for president.
Then a familiar pattern plays out. The
author posts the fake story to their Facebook
page. The members of a handful of groups
are either outraged or delighted at the headline. After that, the poster’s job is done, and
the story either rampages through social
media, bringing ad revenue with it, or goes
unnoticed.
Not everyone agrees on a formal definition
of fake news. For Craig Silverman, the media
editor of BuzzFeed News, it’s fabricated
information used for financial gain. Silverman
has been reporting on errors in the media
for a decade, but recently his beat evolved
with the rise of fake news stories. Silverman
says errors made by the media or news a
reader ideologically disagrees with doesn’t
fall under the fake news moniker. (Full disclosure: the author of this story works
closely with Silverman at BuzzFeed News.)
First Draft, a coalition of news outlets in
Europe, set out to better define and categorize online misinformation. It came up with
seven different types of misleading stories,
which included satire, stories with a false
context, and flat-out fabricated content.
The nuance of definitions is often lost on
readers who just want to be informed about
current events. A Pew Research Center poll
released in December 2016 found 60 per
cent of American adults say fake news has
caused “a great deal” of confusion. Although
over a third of responders said they are “very

confident” they can spot fake news,
BuzzFeed’s own research challenged that
perception. A poll conducted by Ipsos Public
Affairs found that 75 per cent of American
adults who were familiar with a fake news
headline viewed the story as accurate.
More recent research from Oxford
University looked at links shared on Twitter
in the battleground state of Michigan before
election day. It found users were equally as
likely to tweet a real news story as a fake one.
It’s not just the readers who are confused.
In December 2016, the defence ministers
of Israel and Pakistan had a tense exchange
on Twitter because one of them fell for a
fake news story.
“Israeli Defense Minister: If Pakistan send
[sic] ground troops into Syria on any pretext,
we will destroy this country with a nuclear
attack,” the story’s headline still reads.
“Israeli def min threatens nuclear retaliation presuming pak role in Syria against
Daesh.Israel forgets Pakistan is a Nuclear
state too AH,” Pakistan’s defence secretary
tweeted as a response.

Fake news as a political weapon

Almost as quickly as the fake news phenomenon broke into the mainstream, politicians
weaponized it. Donald Trump led the way,
calling CNN and The New York Times fake
news both in tweets and during a press conference. The full weight of the president’s
false claim is being felt by established
media, whose comment sections and Twitter
mentions are filled with readers parroting
Trump’s statement. His supporters instead
turn to other sources like Breitbart News,
InfoWars, The Gateway Pundit and other
websites that tend to disregard facts in favour
of partisanship or conspiracy theories.
The most notable example is Pizzagate,
a completely false theory peddled by 
2016–2017 CJFE REVIEW 11
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InfoWars host Alex Jones. According to Jones
and other believers, there is a child trafficking ring in the basement of Comet Ping
Pong pizzeria (in Washington, DC), which
has ties to the Democratic party. The theory
is rooted in the WikiLeaks release of emails
belonging to John Podesta, Hillary Clinton’s
presidential campaign chairman. Conspiracy
theorists claim the emails contain coded
messages. In March, Jones apologized for
some of his statements, but not before a man
with a gun visited the pizzeria to rescue the
non-existent trafficked children. Nobody
was hurt, and the gunman himself realized
the conspiracy theory was false, but the incident is both frightening and illustrative.
Other politicians, including Canadian
ones, are also redefining fake news to suit
their political needs. Although fake news
is not as widespread north of the border as
it is in the United States, the phenomenon
is spilling over.
“Politicians’ attempts to discredit legitimate journalism as ‘fake news’ in the
United States is a deeply troubling trend,”
says Tom Henheffer, executive director of
CJFE. “Not only is it eroding trust in the

12 CJFE REVIEW 2016–2017

media in the U.S., but it’s having a
knock-on effect in Canada, where trust in
journalism is also suffering.”
But the press is not sitting on its hands,
either. In February, a state senator from
Colorado called a paper in his district, The
Daily Sentinel, fake news after it published
an accurate but unfavourable report. The
Sentinel’s publisher, Jay Seaton, has vowed
to sue Sen. Ray Scott for libel. “A tried-andtrue method for avoiding that accountability
is to undermine the credibility of the speaker.
When Sen. Scott asserts that The Daily
Sentinel is ‘fake news,’ he intends to diminish The Sentinel as a purveyor of reliable
information,” Seaton wrote in a column.
“Bring it on Jay, if you lie it blows back,”
Scott shot back on Twitter.

A global threat

Globally, the term fake news has become a
common weapon in authoritarian regimes.
Russia is, perhaps, the best example. The
country’s media, especially TV and newspapers, is tightly controlled and now the government is attempting to influence public
perception of foreign media as well. The

Graphic courtesy of First Draft

Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs created
an entire website dedicated to fake news, but
the majority of the articles “debunked” on
it are from legitimate news sources like The
New York Times, Bloomberg and others.
Germany has also been a battlefront in
the war against misinformation as campaigning ramps up for the federal election
this September. Fake articles, largely targeting Chancellor Angela Merkel, spread
racist and xenophobic falsehoods about refugees and migrants. One Syrian refugee
took Facebook to court after a captioned
photo of him and Merkel claimed he was a
terrorist. Facebook was found not guilty,
but Germany is now drafting a law to fine
social networks up to €50 million if they
fail to remove fake news.
Facebook and Google are also rolling out
tools to fight misinformation, a lot of which
comes from Eastern European countries
like Macedonia where creators just want to
make some cash. Google’s AdSense blocks
fake news sites, and it scrubs a lot of the
most popular fake news sites from search
results under the “News” tab. Facebook has
also rolled out tools to help users spot fake
news. There’s no telling what will work as
fake news writers come up with workarounds to keep bringing in profit.
One author, known as Busta Troll,
noticed how relentless other fake news
moguls can be. A self-identified liberal
whose site seeks to expose how gullible
Trump supporters are, he regularly has his
work stolen by Macedonians and others.
(Fake news is a truly non-partisan issue that
targets both liberals and conservatives.) A
BuzzFeed News investigation found his
work was often duplicated. Busta Troll has
tried sending the plagiarists Digital
Millennium Copyright Act takedown
notices and writing articles about it, but
nothing has worked.
“I tried to work with one of them, but

5 EASY WAYS
TO IDENTIFY

1

Check the URL. If it’s partisan
or uses a hard-to-believe title for
a media publication, be skeptical.

2

Check the headline. If it has
all-capital letters, is misspelled or
has obvious errors, it could be false.

3

Do a reverse image search.
Right-click on the image
attached to the story and select
“search Google for image.” This is
an easy way to identify its source.

4

Go to the home page of the
website. If all the articles on the
front page are “breaking” or simply
partisan, it’s likely fake news.

5

Search Google News for the
story. Google’s “News” category
filters out most fake news sources.
If no reputable outlets have covered
the story, it’s probably not true.

the stuff they put on my page was all ‘black
thug gets what’s coming to him’ and ‘Islamic
terrorist rapes eight-year-old bride to death
in Wisconsin,’” he told BuzzFeed News. “It
was over the top.” 
Jane Lytvynenko (@JaneLytv) is a
BuzzFeed News reporter based in Toronto.
Her work has appeared on the CBC and in
Maclean’s and other publications.
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SPY VS.
REPORTER

Multiple cases of police spying on
reporters in Quebec raise concerns
BY GRANT BUCKLER
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F

OR MOST of 2016, Montreal

police tracked the mobile phone
of Patrick Lagacé, a columnist
for La Presse. While the police
claim they didn’t listen to actual
conversations, they gathered what is known
as metadata—information about calls Lagacé
made and received, the whereabouts of the
phone, and therefore Lagacé himself.
All this was, technically, legal, according
to the police. They obtained warrants—24
of them, Lagacé says, mostly signed by the
same few judges.
The police claimed Lagacé was not their
target, but they monitored his phone as
part of an investigation into one of their
own officers. Apparently, the force believed
Fayçal Djelidi might be leaking confidential information about investigations and,
while monitoring his communications,
found he had been in contact with Lagacé.
The police then obtained warrants to monitor Lagacé’s phone.
“I thought this kind of request would be
laughed out of the judge’s chambers in this
country,” Lagacé says. “Turns out it wasn’t.”
La Presse only found out about the surveillance because a reporter writing about
another police investigation noticed
Lagacé’s name cropping up. The paper’s
lawyer contacted the Crown attorney to
inquire and was told about the warrants.
La Presse has since gone to court seeking
to ensure that the phone numbers of people who had been in contact with Lagacé—
some of whom might be confidential
sources—are not made public.
At about the same time that the spying on
Lagacé came to light, Quebec’s provincial
force, the Sûreté du Québec, revealed it had
logged five years’ worth of calls from the
phones of six other reporters: Alain Gravel,
Isabelle Richer and Marie-Maude Denis of
Radio-Canada; Denis Lessard of La Presse;
former La Presse reporter André Cédilot;

and Eric Thibault of Le Journal de Montréal.
This spying appears to have been related
to reporting done by La Presse and RadioCanada’s investigative program Enquête on
corruption in the construction industry.
Those stories led the provincial government
to set up the Charbonneau Commission.
The Sûreté then admitted to having monitored another journalist’s phone activity in
December 2014—that reporter was not
identified because a case is before the
courts, police said.
Meanwhile, in September 2016 the
Sûreté seized a laptop computer from
Michael Nguyen, a reporter for Le Journal
de Montréal. The provincial police alleged
Nguyen had obtained information illegally
for a story he wrote about abusive behaviour
by a Quebec judge. Nguyen maintained the
information was publicly available through
a Google search.
The spying revelations shocked
Canadians and observers abroad, says
Margaux Ewen, advocacy and communications director for Reporters Without
Borders in Washington, D.C. “If these kinds
of issues can happen in Canada,” she said,
“they can happen anywhere.”
Stéphane Giroux, president of the
Fédération professionnelle des journalistes
du Québec, says, “The FPJQ’s reaction to
the entire spying scandal has been one of
complete disbelief and outrage.”
Almost immediately, Premier Philippe
Couillard announced directives meant to
make search warrants against journalists
harder to obtain, and a review of procedures
at the provincial force and the Montreal
and Quebec City police forces. The province then set up a commission of inquiry
to look into police spying on journalists,
with the power to hold public hearings, call
witnesses and seek expert opinions. The
inquiry is due to report by spring 2018.
The province also immediately changed
2016–2017 CJFE REVIEW 15
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rules regarding warrants to spy on journalists. Police will now go through a chief
Crown prosecutor to seek a warrant targeting journalists, a law that already applies to
lawyers and politicians. Meanwhile, the
Montreal police force said senior police officials must now approve any request for a
warrant to spy on a journalist.
A spokesperson for Quebec’s Commission
d’accès à l’information told CJFE in an
e-mail, “The issues raised by this case do
not only concern journalists and freedom
of the press. They concern the privacy of
all citizens; even those who are not under
suspicion for any criminal activities.” The
commission warns that collecting metadata
from mobile phones can reveal information
like sexual orientation, religious beliefs and
mental health issues. The federal privacy
commissioner raised similar concerns in a
November op-ed.
Police surveillance of journalists seems
to be largely a Quebec story right now, but
the RCMP has also acknowledged that it
listened to a journalist’s phone calls after a
deadly bomb attack at the Giant Mine in
Yellowknife, N.W.T., in 1992.
In February 2015, the RCMP also sought
to seize notes and communications records
from Ben Makuch, a VICE News reporter
who interviewed an alleged Canadian
fighter for ISIS. The RCMP wanted logs
from the Kik Messenger app, which Makuch
used to communicate with Farah Mohamed
Shirdon. The RCMP laid charges against
Shirdon in September 2015, without having seen Makuch’s notes and records. The
Ontario Superior Court upheld the production order in March 2016, as did the
Ontario Court of Appeal in March 2017.
“The ruling fails to recognize the importance of journalistic source protection and
threatens the integrity of journalism in
Canada, forcing the essential investigative
function of the press to be at the disposal
16 CJFE REVIEW 2016–2017

of law enforcement,” says CJFE Executive
Director Tom Henheffer. “If journalists
cannot protect their sources, then the
information they provide will dry up, leaving Canadians uninformed and democracy
impoverished.” VICE is now seeking leave
to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada,
where CJFE will again intervene in support of Makuch.
Spying on journalists is not the only issue
between the media and police in Quebec.
Last year’s Review of Free Expression in Canada
documented concerns about several incidents of violence against journalists over the
previous three years, particularly in Quebec.
Reports of violence seem to have abated
lately, though CJFE is still monitoring the
issue. Spying on journalists may seem less
serious than roughing them up, but spying
remains a serious concern.
Nor is the rest of the country off the hook.
Lagacé says he is impressed with the province’s reaction, but the federal government
should enact a shield law to safeguard journalists’ right to protect the identity of
sources. On April 11, the Canadian Senate
passed the Journalistic Sources Protection Act,
Bill S-231, which now awaits first reading
in the House of Commons.
Canada is “one of the rare Western
countries where there’s no law that protects freedom of the press by protecting
sources,” Giroux says. Though the United
States has no federal shield law, most states
have some form of it. Countries with shield
laws include Australia, Austria, France,
Germany, Norway, Spain, Sweden, the
United Kingdom and others.
“Ultimately,” Giroux says, “in order to
protect journalism sources, what we need
are laws.” 
Grant Buckler (@grantbuckler) is a retired
journalist in Kingston, Ont., and a member
of CJFE’s Canadian Issues Committee.
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receipt, please contact us at 416-787-8156 or email us cjfe@cjfe.org.
 My cheque payable to CJFE is enclosed.
I prefer to use my credit card.
 VISA  MasterCard
NAME ON CREDIT CARD:
NUMBER:
EXPIRY DATE: (MM/YY)

SIGNATURE:

SUPPORTER INFO
NAME:
ADDRESS:

PHONE:
EMAIL:

Thank you!

PLEASE RETURN TO:
Canadian Journalists for Free Expression
215 Spadina Ave., Suite 162,
Toronto, Ontario M5T 2C7

ABOUT CJFE

CJFE 2016–17 HIGHLIGHTS
CJFE monitors, defends and reports on free expression and access
to information in Canada and abroad. Rooted in the field of
journalism, we promote a free media as essential to a fair and open
society. CJFE boldly champions the free expression rights of all
people, and we encourage and support individuals and groups
in the protection of their own and others’ free expression rights.
16 – Last year, CJFE’s Journalists in Distress
Fund disbursed 16 grants around the world
to help journalists and their families obtain
emergency necessities like medical care, legal
aid and travel to safe countries when faced
with threats due to their work. Since 1999,
CJFE has provided more than $250,000
for journalists in distress.

19th CJFE Gala – More than
500 people attended our 19th
annual CJFE Gala, held in
Toronto on December 1,
2016. We honoured the
brave work of journalists
and free expression advocates, including award winners Chang Ping, a Chinese
dissident journalist in exile;
Asad Aryubwal, an Afghan
man who spoke out against
warlords; CBC Indigenous,
which reports on missing and
murdered Indigenous women
in Canada; and Ali Mustafa,
a Canadian photojournalist
killed in Syria.

End Impunity called on the federal government to make free expression and other human rights a key part of the renewed
Canada-China relationship, while also
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Bill C-51 – In 2016, CJFE continued to

engage in consultations with the government on the constitutionality of the Antiterrorism Act, 2015. We participated in a
civil society round table with ministers
in Ottawa, provided expert
testimony to the Standing
Committee on Public Safety
BECOME AN ALLY
and National Security, and
Help us defend
engaged Canadians in advofree expression
cacy on this issue.
and press freedom
in Canada and
5 – In 2016, CJFE participataround the world.
ed in five public consultation
cjfe.org/donate
processes with the federal government. We submitFOLLOW CJFE
ted papers and/or testified at
consultations on access to incjfe.org
@canadaCJFE
formation, the Trans-Pacific
(Twitter, Facebook,
Partnership, national securiInstagram, YouTube)
ty, the right to be forgotten,
and Canadian digital content.

#EndImpunity – CJFE’s Campaign to

Canadians rallied in Toronto and
across the country on Feb. 25, 2017,
for CJFE’s National Day of Action to
protect press freedom in Canada.

drawing attention to other impunity issues
in Canada and around the world.

Protect Press Freedom – CJFE took action
against a series of threats to press freedom
in Canada, including police surveillance
of journalists in Quebec, criminal charges
against journalists reporting on protests,
and the court battle between the RCMP
and VICE News reporter Ben Makuch.

700,000+ – Since its launch in 2015, the
Snowden Archive (cjfe.org/snowden) has had
more than 700,000 page views from around
the world. The Archive, a collaboration with
the Politics of Surveillance Project, is a
searchable collection of all 500+ publicly released documents leaked by Edward
Snowden. It is a powerful tool for journalists,
researchers and citizens to delve into global
surveillance infrastructure and practices.

Fellowships – The annual Bob Carty
Fellowship, which supports projects that defend and analyze free expression in Canada,
was awarded in 2016 to journalist and author
Mark Bourrie to undertake research on the
constitutional and common law basis of the
public’s right to know.The Scotiabank/CJFE
Journalism Fellowship brings a mid-career
journalist from Latin America to study and
work with journalists at Massey College on
journalism and free expression issues in the
Americas. In 2016, it was awarded to
Brazilian journalist Luiz Hidalgo Nunes Jr.

CJFE.org – CJFE’s website continues to
grow as a specialized hub for free expression issues in Canada and abroad. It provides information and analysis on critical
Photograph by Matt Currie/STOPC51TO

issues, from troubling privacy practices in
Canada to press crackdowns in Turkey.

PARTNERSHIPS

CJFE is fortunate to have the support of
several key organizations. Their pro bono
services allow us to work on a level that
would not be possible otherwise. This support includes the following:
	
Award-winning advertising agency
Juniper Park creates our stunning campaign materials.
	
The savvy public relations team at Media
Profile helps us design and implement
communications strategies.
	
Massey College provides an incredible
experience for our Scotiabank/CJFE
Journalism Fellow.
	
The Journalists in Distress Program is
greatly supported by funding from Unifor.
	
CJFE receives generous support from
Scotiabank, Aon, APTN, Bersenas
Jacobsen Chouest Thomson Blackburn
LLP, CBC, Stockwoods and many others.
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THANK YOU TO
OUR SPONSORS,
MEMBERS AND
SUPPORTERS!
CJFE sincerely thanks the following organizations
for their generous support of our work. Without them,
this eighth annual Review of Free Expression in Canada
would simply not have been possible.

CJFE also gives special recognition to those who have joined
us as allies. Your membership supports this year’s Review and
all of our other projects. Our deepest thanks to all of you!

Get more of the Review,
updated monthly online

